Mastery of Understanding the Meaning of Parables by Orang Asli of the Temiar Tribe Students through Malay Proverb
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Abstract This study aims to explore comprehension mastery for the meaning of parables by the Orang Asli of the Temiar Tribe. The design of this study is a case study involving a total of five Form Two Orang Asli students of the Temiar Tribe as study participants. Form two students were chosen because they have already been exposed to parables at the secondary school level, from when they were in form one. Study data were analysed qualitatively using the adaptation and modification of Semiotic Theory and Social Constructivism Theory. The study participants answered a total of three parable questions in a set of Cermin Minda. Parables are one of the types of proverbs which are listed in the Curriculum and Assessment Standard Document for the Malay Language, for Form Two students. The results of the study found all of the study participants failed to give the correct answer when stating parables and their meanings based on the matching visual objects given in the question. Based on the answer given, the study participants can state the name of the visual object in the matching visual object, but unfortunately, they were not able to state the correct parable. This is because the answers given by the study participants do not reflect the actual parable itself. Only one study participant was able to express the parable correctly. However, all other study participants failed to provide the correct answer for the meaning of each parable. Based on the findings of this study, Orang Asli of the Temiar Tribe students are still weak in stating parable and their meanings. Teachers need to give the special and continuous attention.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Malay Language in Education

The Malay language is seen as Malaysia’s unifying language and is recognized as the national language of Malaysia. This is clearly stipulated in Perkara 152, where the national language is Malay. [1] clarifies that the role of educational institutions in Malaysia is to realize the vision of the country in achieving the status of a developed country. Thus, Malaysia has chosen the Malay language as the main medium in schools and all other educational institutions. This matter is supported by [2], where the Malay language has been recognized as the national language for its role as a unifying language.

In education, The Curriculum and Assessment Standard Document Malay Language is the official reference of the Malay language teachers. The Curriculum and Assessment Standard Document supports the role of the Malay
language as the national language, official language, the language of unity, language of knowledge and language of instruction in schools. The proverbs contained in The Curriculum and Assessment Standard Document, namely idioms, parables, sayings, proverbs, numbers and words of wisdom belong to the figurative language, and they emphasise on philosophy, personality and noble values based on the multiracial Malaysian society. In this context, Malaysians or even non-native speakers of Bahasa Malaysia must learn all the items stipulated and contained in the Curriculum and Assessment Standard Document for the Malay Language, and use the Malay language as the main medium during the teaching and learning process. So, what is the level of mastery of understanding the meaning of parables of the Orang Asli students of the Temiar Tribe?

1.2. Orang Asli of the Temiar Tribe

Orang Asli of the Temiar Tribe inhabiting the northern The Orang Asli of the Temiar Tribe inhabit the northern part of Perak and the southern part of Kelantan. Based on [3], this tribe represents about 16 percent of the population of Orang Asli in Peninsular Malaysia. According to [4], the Orang Asli status is given when the mother or father, or both of them are indigenous people, speak Aslian languages, and their ways of life and beliefs are mainly rooted in indigenous customs and beliefs. The Orang Asli or indigenous people are the aborigines of Malaysia. The Orang Asli in Peninsular Malaysia consist of three main tribal groups which are the Orang Asli Senoi group, Orang Asli Proto Malay group and Orang Asli Negrito group, [5]. Each group consists of six tribes, where the Orang Asli Senoi group is further separated into the Semai, Temiar, Semoq Beri, Che Wong, Jahut and Mah Meri tribes. Meanwhile, the Orang Asli Proto Malay group is divided into the Temuan, Semelai, Orang Laut (Kuala), Orang Kanaq, Orang Seletar and Jakun Tribe. The Orang Asli Negrito group consists of the Mendriq, Kensiu, Bateq, Kintak, Jahai and Lanoh Tribe (Table 1). [6] states that the division of the three major group is based on the justification of views from an ethnological point of view (field method of anthropological study).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orang Asli Senoi Tribe</th>
<th>Orang Asli Melayu Proto Tribe</th>
<th>Orang Asli Negrito Tribe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Semai</td>
<td>Temuan</td>
<td>Mendriq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temiar</td>
<td>Semelai</td>
<td>Kensiu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semoq Beri</td>
<td>Orang Laut (Kuala)</td>
<td>Bateq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Che Wong</td>
<td>Orang Kanaq</td>
<td>Kintak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jahut</td>
<td>Orang Seletar</td>
<td>Jahai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mah Meri</td>
<td>Jakun</td>
<td>Lanoh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Information of Orang Asli Tribe in Peninsular Malaysia [5]

1.3. Parables in Malay Proverbs

[7] states that proverbs are a set of short conversations spoken by the community because they contain beautiful words, can be used widely and have a clear purpose, which is, to function as comparisons or examples, with (moral) lessons attached. According to [8], the Malay language is rich in idioms that can be described as the ‘pearl’ in Malay proverbs because the proverbs themselves have been described as a reflection of the culture and mindset of the Malay community since time immemorial. The origin of proverbs according to [9] is the figurative language, which is divided into two categories involving proverbs (figuratively established in terms of language form, consisting of idioms, parables, sayings, proverbs and words of wisdom) and non-proverbs (figurative which is not a stable form of language, and its meaning consists of personification, hyperbole and metaphor) (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Division of Figurative Language [9]

Parable is a comparison of human behaviour, nature or environment which contains implicit and explicit meaning. Thus, the words of bagai, bak, ibarat, laksana, macam, seperti, and umpama can be used as parables to compare something. [10]. [11] defines that a parable as a figurative language or figurative metaphor that gives meaning in two layers, after likening it to something that is comparable to it. This matter is in line with [12], who states that the parable is a proverb that publishes its meaning through allusions to other things.

1.4. Malay Language as a Second Language (B2)

The Mother-tongue (known as mother language) or B1 for the Orang Asli of the Temiar Tribe students is the Temiar language, while the Malay language functions as their secondary language (B2). According to [13], the B2 presents after the speaker has mastered his B1 and this usually takes place through formal learning in school. This matter is supported by [14], that is, after a person has mastered a system, then B2 learning will take place.

So, the Orang Asli of the Temiar Tribe students must master the Malay language as it is used in the teaching and learning process in the classroom. This matter is in line with [15], where the Malay language is the language of communication and language of instruction in schools. During the process of learning and mastering B2, every Orang Asli of the Temiar Tribe student has to go through a complex journey, and this is confirmed by [16] who stated that B2 teaching should be carefully planned, occur naturally as well as emphasize cultural and social contexts.
so that it is spoken and heard frequently.

2. Theoretical Framework

The theory that is used in this study is the adapted and modified Semiotic Theory (1915-1980) by [17] and Social Constructivism Theory (1896-1934) by [18] (Figure 2). In the Semiotic Theory (1915-1980), introduced by Roland Barthes, the semiotics itself has two stages, where the first stage has the reality and signs that served to explain the relationship of signified and signifier in reality that produces the denotative meaning (gives meaning explicitly, directly and precisely). The second stage, meanwhile, carries a culture that creates meaning connotatively (gives meaning implicitly, indirectly, uncertainly), [19] and myth (a sign given connotative meaning, develops into denotative meaning to form myths), [17]. After completing these two stages, an understanding of the meaning can be achieved, that is, the new cognitive production. At the same time, the Theory of Social Constructivism which has merged through existing knowledge (cognitive), is in the first stage of the Semiotic Theory. If existing knowledge is put and placed into good use, then, an individual is able to generate the meaning denotatively. Subsequently, the teaching and learning process continues in line with the detection of signified and signifier in Semiotic Theory. Finally, an implicit understanding of the meaning will be gained in the second stage to produce new cognitive.

Figure 2. Combination of The Semiotic Theory by Roland Barthes and The Social Constructivism by Lev Vygotsky

3. Methodology

The design of this study is a case study because it focused on the mastery of understanding the meaning of parables by Form Two Orang Asli students of the Temiar Tribe. The study was conducted at a regular daily national secondary school in Perak. Participants in this study consisted of five Form Two Orang Asli students of the Temiar Tribe. The participants were labelled as Peserta Kajian 1 (PK 1), Peserta Kajian 2 (PK 2), Peserta Kajian 3 (PK 3), Peserta Kajian 4 (PK 4), and Peserta Kajian 5 (PK 5). The instrument used is only a set of written tests known as the Parable Type Cermi Minda. The instrument has been certified by an expert in the field of language and literature. In this study, the researchers conducted a written test to discover the mastery of understanding the meaning of parables, through Malay proverbs, by students who are the Orang Asli of the Temiar Tribe. The five PKs were asked to answer three parable questions based on the matching visual objects as this method will trigger ideas to the PKs to form correct parables. All the PKs were required to write the parables and state their meaning clearly for each question given.

4. Findings and Discussion

Mastery of understanding the meaning of parables through Malay proverbs is important for students because it is listed as one of the 10 common objectives in The Curriculum and Assessment Standard Document for Malay Language for Form Two [20]. Three parables and their meanings in the findings of this study were taken from the Peribahasa Sekolah Menengah book written by [21], published by Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka.

Parable 1: Bagai tikus membaiki labu

Bagai tikus membaiki labu means someone trying to fix something unknown, only to add more damage to it. The denotative or external meaning of this parable is, when the rat approaches the pumpkin, the rat is not able to repair any damages but only makes the pumpkin as its food because the pumpkin is one of its food sources. This statement refers to [22], where the rats are pests and can cause pumpkins to be in bad and useless conditions. When discussing the parable of ‘bagai tikus membaiki labu’ in terms of connotative meaning, it clearly shows that an item will become more damaged if it is to be repaired by an unskilled person. The damage may be minimal at first, but when the unskilled person repairs it, the damage will increase and eventually cause the item to be rendered useless. The description given by the ancient Malay community clearly shows the elevation in their level of thought. The events that exist in the natural environment can be meaningfully alluded to universal human life, in addition to its limitless use of time and age.

Answered by Study Participants (PK):
PK 1: Parable: Bagai tikus jatuh ke buah labu
Meaning: Kepada orang yang suka mencuri.
PK 2: Parable: Seperti tikus jatuh ke labu
The answer to this second question shows that only one respondent or Peserta Kajian (PK) wrote the parable correctly, namely PK 3. Meanwhile, PK 1, PK 2, PK 4 and PK 5 could not give the correct answer even though they were able to name the matching visual object correctly. This shows that all PKs have the existing knowledge based on their living environment, where farming or cultivation takes place. This is clearly stated based on [23], where the Orang Asli of the Temiar Tribe raise their families by being involved in farming or cultivation, hunting and gathering forest produce. Meanwhile, all PKs cannot give the meaning of the ‘bagai tikus membaik labu’ parable correctly as it is connotatively intended. However, based on the answers of all PKs, it is found that the essence of the parable already exists but the means of processing its meaning is not reached yet. Drawing from the adaptation and modification of the Semiotic Theory and Social Constructivism Theory, the participants have existing knowledge and can pass the first stage which is the reality and signs. However, the participants have inadequate knowledge for the second stage, which are, the culture to create the connotative understanding in correct interpretation, respectively.

Parable 2: Seperti kera mendapat bunga/ Seperti monyet mendapat bunga

'Seperti kera mendapat bunga/ Seperti monyet mendapat bunga' (Just as a monkey being given a flower) is to mean a person receiving something which is virtually useless. The situation was observed by the ancient society and it is based on nature, where the colourful flowers have attracted the attention of the monkeys. However, the flower cannot be used for anything much by the monkeys as flowers are their food. So, this means that the flowers will be damaged. Although the original habitat of apes and monkeys is in the wild, unfortunately the physical changes in the environment have caused the apes and monkeys to live in human residential areas. This is supported by [24], where the habitat-losing wildlife continues to roam and search for food in other places such as in agricultural farms and human settlements. A sharp observation of the behaviour of monkeys shows that they are often present in the housing areas/villages and the presence of flowers of various shapes and colours often attracts them, thus sparking the idea behind this parable. The meaning of this parable connotatively in real life shows that there are people who do not appreciate something because they cannot/do not know how to use it. The human act of wasting the goods is reprimanded through the character of apes or monkeys to avoid in bringing the disgrace to the perpetrator. This was supported by [25], namely the Malays used the proverb that supports the role of reprimand, sarcasm, teaching, giving opinions and expressing feelings about something.
problems.

**Parable 3: Bagai ayam disambar helang**

‘Bagai ayam disambar helang’ is to mean a person suddenly disappearing without news. The situation is seen externally- it shows the presence of eagles with the intention of grabbing/snatching the chicken very quickly and suddenly, and the chickens are not ready to defend themselves or seek refuge. The agility of an eagle, which is a kind of predatory animal or maging (carnivorous) is high. This is supported by [28], where the eagle is portrayed as an animal that is known to disturb livestock and ambush/attack (silent killer), by approaching the victim without the latter realizing it. An eagle’s main food is small mammals such as rats, squirrels and chickens. The parable of ‘bagai ayam disambar helang’ arose based on the observations of the ancient society on the nature of an eagle. This sharp observation has established the proverb which proposes sarcasm/teasing, advise and allegory and Malay teaching values to all readers or listeners, [29]. The true meaning of this parable is related to the person who suddenly disappears without news. According to logical reasoning, when a person disappears suddenly, the situation occurring is swift, unnoticed by others and when it comes to light, is considered to be too late. Thus, this situation is illustrated by the agility of an eagle in getting its prey.

![Parable](image)

Answered by Study Participants (PK):

PK 1: Parable: Bagai dari dalam daging
   Meaning: Orang yang sakat meninggi diri.

PK 2: Parable: Seperti ayam takut dengan helang
   Meaning: Orang yang penakut.

PK 3: Parable: Bagai helang dengan ayam
   Meaning: Helang sering berkejar dengan ayam.

PK 4: Parable: Seperti helang menangkap ayam
   Meaning: Helang sedang menangkap ayam, ayam berusaha berlari.

PK 5: Parable: Bagai ayam dengan burung helang
   Meaning: Burung helang menangkap ayam untuk dimakan.

PK 1, PK 3 and PK 4 had mistakenly named the visual object in the first visual object match for this parable. They have stated the visual object as ‘duri’ (PK 1) and ‘helang’ (PK 3 and PK 4), while the real picture is ‘ayam’. Meanwhile, though PK 2 and PK 5 correctly identified the first visual object as ‘ayam’, they were, however, still unable to write the correct parable. All student participants could not use the word ‘disambar’ which is a word that describes the agility of an eagle to get a chicken using its claws while flying. Since none of the participants were able to write the words ‘disambar’, the researchers think that the study participants’ vocabulary is still limited and this poses as a problem to the participants if they are not aided by the visual images, as the Malay language is their B2. The same things were explained through [30] findings, where the learning of the Malay language as B2 is not an easy process, especially for the students who rarely use the Malay language as their mother-tongue while speaking. Less favourable environment and conditions have caused difficulty for the students to master the Malay language and in turn, this affects the performance of their learning process in the classroom. Clear evidence has been obtained from [15] findings, where most of the Orang Asli students have problems in mastering the 3M skills, namely reading (Membaca), writing (Menulis) and counting (Mengira). Although some students can read, not all of them, unfortunately, can understand the meaning of the full sentences. Based on the findings from parable 3, the researchers found the various types of answers clearly show that the participants have not mastered the ‘bagai ayam disambar helang’ parable. So, the effect from this is that they also failed to give the meaning of this parable correctly.

Based on the findings of this study, the researchers found that all PKs from Orang Asli of the Temiar Tribe students do not have any problems to give a name for each matching visual object. All PKs can use the Malay language correctly without using any words from the Temiar language. This is in line with [31], where students use language functionality to communicate with each other, embody ideas and prove understanding of a content. However, all PKs face trouble in writing proverbs and parables in complete sentences, as well as giving answers to the meaning of all the questions on parables. Three question were asked and they were answered by all five PKs. If calculated, the total number of answers which require the participants to state the parables is 15; and the number of questions requiring the meaning is also 15. However, the final results found that there was only one correct answer out of 15 answers from the parable questions, and no correct answers given for the questions on the meaning of parables. This shows that the mastery of the proverbial type of proverbs is still weak and has to be given in special and continuous attention.

5. Conclusions

From this study, it is clear that the mastery of parable meaning in Malay proverbs by the Orang Asli of the Temiar Tribe students, is still low. This matter should be addressed by all Malay language teachers so that this problem can be solved as the proverb is one of the components in the Malay language subject. Teachers need to act immediately to meet the needs of students. This is supported by [32], where teachers have the opportunity to
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